
Pageflex Studio ID™ combines the familiar features 

of the industrystandard Adobe® InDesign® with the 

power of Pageflex customization. Create data-driven 

variability (VDP) directly from InDesign on your Mac or 

PC, or design templates for the InDesign Server version 

of Pageflex Storefront or Pageflex Server. Whether you 

want to automate production of business cards, create

elegant personalized sales brochures for high-value 

prospects, or generate an advertisement in multiple 

languages (including bi-directional languages, such as 

Arabic and Hebrew), Pageflex Studio ID is your toolset 

to get it done easily and well.

Personalization and targeted marketing messages have been 

proven to dramatically increase response rates. As a plug-in

to InDesign, Pageflex Studio provides a familiar and easy-to-use 

interface. Pageflex gives you a palette within InDesign that

allows you to:

EASILY MAKE COMMUNICATIONS 
MORE PERSUASIVE

PAGEFLEX STUDIO ID
W E B - T O - P R I N T  M A D E  E A S Y

OBJECTIVES
• Get started with variable data 

publishing quickly and easily

• Work within the familiar Adobe 
InDesign application

• Easily create business rules with a 
point-n-click wizard

• Take advantage of powerful Pageflex
 variable-composition capabilities

• Project-oriented approach for 
maximum efficiency

•  Easy migration to Pageflex web-
based products

• link your design with a database

• create the business rules that drive variable content

• copyfit variable text that overflows or under fills a text box

• add “flex” to your layout

• define your print output format

• preview the results

Pageflex Studio ID provides you with a seamless 

migration path from desktop VDP to offering 

document customization through an online 

storefront or document portal.



Write a recipient’s name in the swirl of a ribbon of color. 

Use transparent drop shadows to make your variable 

headline standout. Apply soft edges to your variable 

images. Change the color scheme throughout your 

document. Pageflex Studio ID makes this all possible.

You have the full visual power and graphic creativity of 

Adobe InDesign along with unique Pageflex capabilities. 

Pageflex documents have the ability to “flex,” which 

means that design elements such as text and image 

boxes can resize and reposition themselves on a page 

based on the size or amount of variable content they 

contain. With this Pageflex-patented technology, you 

can generate a huge degree of variation from a single 

template, producing highly-dynamic documents with 

targeted content and personalization, while ensuring 

that the graphic design style is maintained.

For more complex variable rules, you can use Adobe 

ExtendScript (an Adobe JavaScript implementation). Your 

variable content can be text, an image, an Adobe InCopy 

file (formatted text), or an InDesign snippet. The snippets 

act as self-contained InDesign documents, with full 

formatting and embedded variables, that you can have 

variably placed in your template on-the-fly.

Pageflex Actions are a powerful scripting tool that 

advanced users can utilize to dynamically manipulate 

every aspect of an InDesign document. Pageflex Actions 

give you complete control to make changes such as 

replacing all of the images on a page, changing the 

color scheme of a document, renaming the output file, 

and more.

Only Pageflex Studio ID gives you this much control 

over how your variable project is produced in InDesign. 

Pageflex Actions let you focus on only one template 

and eliminate the need to spend time creating a number 

of similar templates or making tweaks to an endless 

number of files

Pageflex Studio ID turns your InDesign application into 

project central for your personalized campaigns. Within 

each Pageflex Studio ID project you can have access to 

multiple related templates, variables, images, InDesign 

snippets, and InCopy text. For example, for a store 

grand opening event you may have an invitation, ticket, 

and coupon design templates all in the same project. 

Each of these templates can draw data from the same 

customer list and use the same variable imagery and text 

to maintain consistency across the pieces. You simply 

create one set of variables and variable business

rules and then you can apply them to any template in 

the project. This centralization in a project is unique to 

Pageflex variable data applications and saves you time 

and repetitious work.

Whether you use Pageflex web-to-print applications 

today or simply want the option of providing these 

services in the future, Pageflex Studio ID makes it easy to 

prepare files for use in them. Pageflex Studio ID includes 

the ability to package all of your project files including 

templates, images, fonts, variables, and job settings for 

upload into Adobe InDesign Server paired with Pageflex 

Storefront or Pageflex Server. Users then can customize 

templates online by filling out web forms or uploading 

data files. 

To learn more, contact us at sales@pageflex.com or by 

calling 800.551.0549 or +1 617.520.8600.

ADVANCED VARIABLE OPTIONS

BE MORE EFFICIENT WITH 
COORDINATED CAMPAIGNS

CREATE TEMPLATES 
FOR WEB-TO-PRINT
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